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ABSTRACT.- Ethnohistorical and cthnobotanical information on columnar cactus
species utilized and managed by peoples of the south Pacific slope in south-central
Mexico is presented. This region comprises the highest diversity of ~;pecies of
columnar cacti in the world, with 45 of the 70 Mexican species of Pachyccrceae
and Cerceae, all of them being useful species. Although columnar cacti have been
used by local people for thousands of years, no archaeological or historical records
have been found on human manipulation of these plants in the past. At present,
most of the columnar cactus species are only gathered from wild populations, but
wild populations of 18 species are managed i'l situ and 12 species are cultivated.
Quality and availability of useful products, their importance in human subsistence
and the viability of manipulation of plants are all factors influencing the way of
management of columnar cacti. The pattern of domestication ex sitll a:nd in situ
acting simultaneously, observed in $tenocaells stellatlls is hypothesized to occur
also in other columnar cactus species with relatively fasl growth and vegetative
propagation, whereas a pattern of domestication ill situ acting alone is
hypothesized to occur in giant columnar cactus species. Comparative biological
studies of wild and manipulated populations could give information on trends
and extent of changes under domestication and, then, to lead to a better
understanding on the nature and antiquity of the process.
Key words: columnar cacti, domestication, ethnobotany, Mixteca, Tehuac:an Valley
RESUMEN.- Sc presenta informaci6n etnohistorica y etnobotanica sabre las
especies de cactaceas columnares utilizadas y manejadas por pueblos indfgenas
de la verliente del Pacffico Sur de Mexico. Esta regi6n comprende la mayor
diversidad de especies de cactaceas columna res del mundo, can 45 de las 70
especies mexicanas de Pachycereeae y Cereeae, la totalidad de las cuales son
especies utiles. Aunque las cactaceas columnares han sido usadas por la gente de
la region durante miles de anos, no se han encontrado rcgistros arqueol6gicos 0
hist6ricos sabre su manipulaci6n par sere; humanos en el pasado. En la actuaHdad,
la mayor parte de las especies de cactaceas columna res son exclus:ivamente
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rt'colectadas a partir de poblaciones silvestres. No obstante, poblac.iones silvestres

de 18 especics son manejadas ill situ, y 12 especies son cullivadas. Aspectos tales
como la calidad y disponibilidad de los productos \Hiles de las caclficeas
columnares, su imporlancia en la subsistencia humana, asf como la viabilidad
con la que pueden seT manipuladas, son todos factores que influyen sobre el tipo
de manejo de estas plantas. Con base en un patr6n de domesticaci6n ex situ e ill
situ acluando simultaneamente, observado en Stenocereus stellatus, se propane la
hip6tesis de que tal patr6n pOOria prcsentarse lambicn en especies de cactaccas
columnarcs de credmiento relalivamcnle rapido y con propagaci6n vegetativa.
Sc discut" tambien un patron hipotctico de domcsticaci6n in situ actuando solo

en especies de cactaceas columnares gigantes. Estudios de biologia comparativa
de poblaciones silvestres y manipuladas podrian dar informacion sobre las
tendencias y magnitud de los cambius bajo domesticaci6n, y asi conducir a un
mejor entendimiento de la naturaleza y antigiicdad del proceso.
Palabras clave: cactaceas columna res, domcsticaci6n, ctnobohinica, Mixteca,
Tehuacan
REsUME.- Information etnohistorique et etnobotanique sur les especcs de
cactacCes columnaires utilisees et manipulees par les peuples indigenes du versant
Pacifiqucdu sud du Mexiqueesl presentCt'. Celie region comprend la plus grande
divcrsite d'especes de cactacees columnaires du monde, avec 45 des 70 ~peees
mexicaines de Pachycereae et Ccreeae, dont la plupart son des especcs utiles. Bien
que lcs cactacees columnaircs ont ete utilisees par Ics habitants de la region pendant
des milliers d'annces, des registres arqueologiques ou historiques sur sa
manipulation par des ctres humains dans Ie passe n'ont pas ete trouves. Dans
l'actualite, desormais, mcme si la plupart des csreees de cactacCes columnaires
son exclusivement recolcctees a partir de populations sauvages, certaines especes
sont en plus manipulecs par les gens. En fait les populations sauvagcs de 18
espeees son manipulees in situ, et 12 espeees sont cultivecs. Des aspects tcls commc
la qualite et la disponibilite des produits utiles des cactacees columnaires, leur
importance pour la subsistence humaine, et la viabilite avec laquelleclles peuvcnt
etre manipulees, son les facteurs qui agissent sur Ie genre de manipulation de ces
plantcs. Des modeles de fa~ons de domestication qui pourraient avoir lieu ex situ
ou in situ pour certaines cspeccs de cactacees columnaires son discut(>es. Des etudes
de biologie comparative de populations sauvagcs et manipulees pourraient donner
de I'information sur les tendences et la magnitude des changements sous
domestication, et nous mener ainsi 11 une meiJIeure comprehension de l'antiquite
de ce procesus.

Mots-des: cactacees columnaires, dom~tication, etnobotanique, Mixtec, Tehuaca n.

INTRODUCTION

Cacti and human cultures in tile sollth Pacific s/opeo!Mexico.- The south Pacific slope
in south-<:entral Mexico, including part of thestatcs of Mkhoacan, Mexico, Morelos,
Guerrero, Puebla and Oaxaca (Figure 1), has been identified as the richest area in
species of columnar cacti of the world, with nearly 45 of the approxi.mately 70
species of the tribes Pachycereeae and Cerceae of Mexico occurring there (ValienteBanuet et al., 1996). Thorn-scrub and tropical deoduous forests constitute the most
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common vegetation types in the area, and these are commonly dominated by columnar cacti. Archaeological studies in the Tehuacan Valley (MacNeish, 1967, 1992)
and Guild Naquitz, Oaxaca (Flannery, 1986), suggest that the region was inhabited
by human beings probably from 12,000 years B. P, These studies also found in the
area evidence of the earliest signs of plant domestication in the New World. At
present, nearly 19 indigenous ethnic groups live there (Table 1) (see Valdes y
Menendez, 1987). This information thus reveals that the south Pacific slope includes landscapes with a high diversity and abundance of columnar cacti, as well
as a considerable diversity of human cultures with a long history of experience in
plant management to which columnar cacti have been important resources and
cultural elements.
Since ancient times, peoples of the south Pacific slope used a broad spectrum
of plant and animal resources with cacti being among the most important because
of their abundance, easy accessibility and diversity, offering a great variety of resource options to the ancient gatherers. For example, in the Tehuacan Valley alone,
Davila et (II. (1993), as well as Arias, Gama and Guzman (1997) identified nearly 81
cactus species, all of them offering actual or potential edible products (Casas and
Valiente-Banuet, 1995).
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FIGURE 1.- The South Pacific slope of Mexico.
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TABLE 1.- Indigenous ethnic groups from the southern Pacific slope of Central
Mexico.
Ethnic group
Amuzgo

Chatino
Chinanlec
Chantal de Oaxaca
Cuicatec
Huave
Ichcatec
Mazahua
Mazatec
Mixtec
Mixe
Nahua
Otomi
Chocho-Popoloca
Purepecha
Tlapanec
Triqui
Zapatec

Zoque

Distribution within the region
Guerrero, Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Michoacan, Mexico
Oaxaca
Oaxaca, Puebla, Guerrero
Oaxaca
Oaxaca, Puebla, Guerrero, Michoacan, Mexico, Morelos
Puebla, Mexico
Puebla, Oaxaca
Michoacan, Guerrero
Guerrero
Oaxaca
Oaxaca
Oaxaca

Smith (1967) reported remains of nine cactus species (Table 2) from archaeological excavations in the Tehuacan Valley and remains of Opunfia sp. from Guila

Naquitz (Smith, 1986). Among the species identified, the columnar cacti are at
present important plant resources in the region. However, because archaeological
remains of these cacti were not abundant in the floor of the caves studied, Smith
(1967) considered that they were not significant items of the diet of ancient people.
But this infonnation contrasts with that found in human coprolites by Callen (1967)
who, based on characteristics of seeds and crystals in stem tissue, distinguished
the following types of cactus remains: 1) "Opuntia spp.", 2) "Lemaireocereus" (species of the columnar cacti genera Pachycereus and Stenocereus according to current
nomenclature) and 3) "cactus tissue" (unidentified cacti, including possibly columnarcacti). In the earliest coprolites found, from the EI Riego phase (6,500-5,000
B. C), Callen identified the three types of cactus remains to be part of a wild food
diet along with Setaria seeds, pochote roots (Ceiba parvifolia Rose), maguey leaves
(Agave spp.) and meat. In the CoxcatJan phase (5,000-3,500 B.C), stem tissue and
fruits of "OpuntiD" and" Lemaireocereus" were equally dominant material. According to Callen (1967), in the Abejas (3,500-2,300 B.C),Ajalpan (1,500-900 B.C), Santa
Marfa (900-200 B.C.), Palo Blanco (200 B.C-A.D. 700) and Venta Salada (A.D. 7001,540) phases, consumption of "Lemaireocereus" stem tissue, fruits and seeds could
be more important than products of "Opuntia", and during Ajalpan and Santa
Marfa phases, "Lemaireocereus" could be the principal plant constituents in human
coprolites.

TABLE 2.-Archaeological remains of cacti from the Tehuacan Valley (based upon MacNeish, 1967 and Smith, 1967).
Phase

Ajuereado

£1 Riego

Coxcatlan

88007000

7000-

Cephalocereus happenstedtii l

x

X

Echinocactus platyacanthus

X

Radiocarbon date
(years B.P)

140008800

Esconfria chiotilla1

5400

Abejas
54DO4300

Purr6n
43003500

Ajalpan
35002800
X

5ta.
Maria
28002150

X
X
X

X

'Columnar cacti

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

Venta
Salada
1300500

X

Ferocactus latispinus

Myrtillocactus geometriums l
Opun/ia spp.
Pachycereus hollianus 1
Pachycereus weberi'
Stenocereus stellatl/5 1

Palo
Blanco
21501 300

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
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According to Callen (1967), remains of raw stem tissue and fruits of
"Lemaireocerells" were found in all the phases, suggesting a direct consumption of
these plant products. However, in the CoxcatJan phase seeds of "Lemaireocereus"
appear to have been eaten after having been roasted. In the Palo Blanco phase,
Callen observed evidence of stems of "Lemaireocerells" without epidermis suggesting that they were roasted to discard the charred epidermis.
Cacti and plant domestimtioll in tile SOUtil Pacific slope.- Domestication is an evolutionary process determined by human beings (sec Darwin, 1859, 1868; Schwanitz,
1966; Harlan, 1992). This process results from the continuous manipulation of
morphological and physiological variation of plant and animal populations by
people according to their social, economic, cultural, and technological needs. As a
consequence of domestication, populations of organisms that are manipulated by
people are under a continuous process of genetic divergence with respect to the
original wild populations (see Hancock, 1992; Casaset al., 1997a). Domestication
therefore involves forms of manipulation of plant or animal populations through
which people make possible the action of evolutionary forces such as artificial
selection (favoring survival and reproduction of desirable phenotypes whereas
undesirable phenotypes are eliminated), genetic drift (resulting from isolation of
small fractions of genetic variation within manipulated populations), migration
(resuiting from the movement of plants and animals among localities, regions andl
or continents as consequence, for instance, of human migration or commercial
exchange), as well as manipulation of reproduction systems.
There is no evidence from archaeological remains that any of the cactus species were cultivated nor that their populations were manipulated in any other
form within the south Pacific slope. However, ethnobotanical research in the study
area by Caballero & Mapes (1985); Casas, Viveros and Caballero (1994); and Casas
et Ill. (1996, 1997b) has revealed that at present there here exists a wide spectrum of
forms of interactions between humans and plants, including columnar cacti, and
that some of them could have derived from similar forms of plant management
practiced by people in the past. Casaset Ill. (1996) group these forms of plant management into those occurring in wild plant populations ill situ and those occurring
ex situ. Through management in situ, humans may take products from nature without significant perturbations, as in some types of gathering. But also, they may
alter the structure of plant populations thereby increasing the quantity of target
species or particular phenotypes. These are cases of 1) "tolerance", or practices
directed to maintain within man-made environments useful plants that existed
before the environments were transformed by humans; 2) "enhancement", which
includes the sowing of seeds or the propagation of vegetative structures of plants
in the same places occupied by wild populations in order to increase numbers of
useful plant populations; and 3) "protection" or conscious activities such as the
elimination of competitors and predators, fertilization and lor pruning to safeguard critical wild plants (see examples of these forms of management in Casas
and Caballero, 1996; Casas et al., 1996, 1997a; 1997b). On the other hand, plant
management ex situ includes interactions taking place outside natural populations,
in habitats created and controlled by humans. They usually occur with domesti·
cated plants, but it is also possible to find them occurring with wild plants. The
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main forms of plant management ex sitll are: 1) transplantation of complete individuals and 2) sowing and planting of sexual or vegetative propagules (see Casas
et a/., 1996).
Domestication commonly occurs among plants cultivated ex situ, although
not all cultivated plants are necessarily under domestication processes (see Harlan,
1975, 1992). However, some forms of artificial selection have been identified to
occur also under ill situ forms of plant management. Gatherers usually djstinguish
individual plants of some species which are different in features related to quality
of food, such as flavor, size, color, presence of toxic substances, etc., and choose
the best plants to use (Casas and Caballero, 1996; Casas et al., 1996, 1997a, 1997b).
The edible wild plant species and the preferred variants, are tolerated, enhanced
and/or protected ill sitll when they are found during the clearing of forest areas,
whereas those species and variants whose edible parts are not preferred by people,
are eliminated. The effect of this form of artificial selection, as well as other evolutionary forces determined by human beings under forms of management in situ, is
yet to be documented. However, in the cases of AI/oda cristata (L.) Schl., Crota/aria
plImila Ortega, uucaeJl(l esculellta (Moe. Et Sesse ex A.DC.) Benth. and Stenocereus
stellatllS (Pfeiffer) Riccobono which have been studied in the region, Casas et al.
(1997a) found evidence that artificial selection in situ has produced significantly
higher frequencies of favorable phenotypes in tolerated populations when compared with wild populations. Particularly in the cases of L. esCll/Cllta (Casas and
Caballero, 1996) and $. stellatlls, (Casas, Valiente-Banuet and CabaUem, 1998; Casas
et al. 1998, 1999a), through multivariate statistical analyses it was found a significant morphological divergence between wild, managed ill situ and cultivated ex
Sitll populations. These analyses also revealed that such divergence is strongly
determined by morphological characters used by people in folk classification of
variants, in assessing quality of products, and in selecting individuals for preferential propagation, that is, those characters that are direct targets of artificial
selection. This information strongly suggests that artificial selection is causing
morphological (and presumably also genetic, see Casas et al., 1999a, 1999b) divergence through both cultivation ex sit II as well as management of wild populations
in situ, and that domestication in sitll and ex situ are ongoing processes in some
plant species in the south Pacific slope.

Objectives.- This research aimed at examining in a historical perspective cultural
aspects about use, management, traditional classification and role of columnar
cacti in the economy of peoples of the region. The purpose was to document and
analyze possible processes of artificial selection occurri.ng on these plant species,
how such processes might be operating, which factors are influencing tthis process
at present, and how this could have occurred in the past.

METHODS

Ethllohistorica[ ill!ormatiotl.- Codices and chronicles of the Conquest ilnd the Colonial periods for the region were reviewed to extract the historical information
on use and management of columnar cacti. In some cases, attempts to :identify the
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species referred to in such documents were carried out based upon the descriptions and illustrations included on them.

Etlmobotallicnl studies.- A survey was conducted among indigenous peoples of
the south Pacific slope in order to investigate pattems of management and mechanisms of artificial selection on different species of columnar cacti. [nformation on
factors influencing the different ways of management such as forms of use, spatial
and temporal availability and role in human subsistence of their useful products
was emphasized. This information stressed morphological features of the different species and variants preferred for different purposes, as well as the destination
of products of columnar cacti and their role in the economy of the household.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a total of 12 Nahua, Mixtec and
Chocho-Popoloca key native consultants in order to elkit folk classification of cacti
among these indigenous ethnic groups of the Tehuadin-Cuicatlfin Valley. People
interviewed were from the Nahua villages of CoxcatJan and Rancho EI Aguaje,
Municipality of CoxcatJan, Puebla; the rvtixtec village of Santa Catalina Chinango,
Municipality of San Pedro y San Pablo Tequixtepec, Oaxaca, in La Mixteca Baja;
and the Chocho-Popoloca villages of Los Reyes Metzontla and San Juan Raya,
Municipality of Zapotitlan de las Salinas, Puebla.
The ethnobotanical information was complemented with data for the species
studied from the Banco de Informacion Etnohotanica de Plantas Mexicanas
(BADEPLAM) of the Botanical Garden at the Instituto de Biologfa, Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico and from bibliographical sources, especially from
Bravo-Hollis (1978), Casas (1997) and Casas el at. (1997b).
RESULTS
Historic records OIl lise and management ofcolumnar cacti.- The "General and Natural History of the Indies" is one of the earliest written documents including
information on columnar cacti. It was published by Hernandez deOviedo y Valdes,
the first chronicler of the New World, in 1535. [n chapter XXV1, this author wrote
in old Spanish: "De los Cardones en que nasce la fmeta que Ilaman pitahaya. No
es mala fructa ni dafi.osa y es de buen pareeer a la vista. Los cardones en que
nascen estas pitahayas, es cosa fiera e de mucha salvajez 1a forma de e!los, los
cuales son verdes e las espinas, pardas 0 blanquecinas, y la fmeta coloradao"
("About the thistle-like plants on which the fruit called pitahaya is produced. It is
not a bad nor harmful fruit and it is good looking. The thistle-like plants on which
the pitahayas all.' produced are fierce and very savage in form. The plants are
green and the spines brownish or whitish and the fruit is redo,,). And in another
chapter: "De unos cardos altos e dereehos mayores que lanzas de armas (e aun
como picas luengas) quadrados y espinosos, e a los cuales Haman los Chripstianos
cirios par que parecen cirios 0 hachas de cera, excepto en las espinas. Los cardones
que los Cripstianos lIaman cirios en esta isla, hay los assi mismo cn otras muchas
yen Tierra Firme. Estos son una manera de cardos muy espinosos e sa]vajes que
no hay en el10s parte donde se puedan tocar sin muy fieras espinas, non obstante
que la Natura se las pone por 6rden ea trechos una de otras con mucho concierto
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FIGURE 2.- Teollocl'tfi, from the De la Cruz~Badiano Codex.

e compas repetidas en su composici6n." (" About some thistle-like plants tall and
more upright than lances of the army, squared and spiny which are called "wax
candles" by the Christians because they look like candles. with the exception of
the spines. The spiny plants called cirios by the Christians in this island are also
present in many other islands and on the continent. These are a kind of thistle-like
plant very spiny and savage, which have no part that can be touched, because of
the spines. However, Nature puts the spines in order and in spaces one behind the
other in a very ordered and repetitive composition").
The Barberini Codex from 1552 (De la Cruz and Badiano, 1964). included a
plant called "teonochtli" ("prickly pear of god" in Nahuatl). This plant has been
identified as a species of Stellocerells by Bravo-Hollis (1978), Below the drawing
(Figure 2), the text in Latin can be translated as: "TEETH PAIN. The ill and carious
teeth have to be picked first with a tooth of a cadaver. Then. the root of a tall shrub
called teonochtfi is milled and roasted. along with deer antler and the following
fine stones: iztac qlletzaliztli and c1lic1liftic tapaclltli, with a small portion of flour
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mixed with salt. All these things are heated. AU this mixture is covered with a
doth and is applied for a brief time clenching with the teeth, especially the ill or
carious ones. Finally, a mixture is made with whjte incense and a kind of oil called
xoclliocotzof and Ihis is burned on live coal and its odor is collected in a piece of
cotton which is applied to the mouth with a certain frequency; or, better, it is tied
to the cheek",
TIle Florentino Codex, made i.n 1547 by some of the first Nahuatl writers, was
translated into Spanish by Fray Bernardino deSahagun and published in the "History of the things of the Nc\\' Spain" (Sahagun, 1970, 1985). In book II of the
Florentino Codex there are Dlany references to the use and the Nahuatl classification of plants of the genus Oplmtia. Only two drawings and texts (not translated
by Sahagun) refer to columnar cacti. Neither can be identified with certainty. The
fir!>t is called "lIetZO/li" (Figure 3) with an inscription in Nahuatl that can be translated as: "Netzolli: tasty fruit, twist, many spines, it has arms, spiny plant, hurting".
Based on the drawing and the reference to the character "twist" (referring to the
branches) thi!> plant is most probably Esconlria cIJiotilla (F.A.C. Weber) Rose. The
second is called "tel/noelltli" ("sacred prickly pear'·) and the inscription can be
translated as: "Tel/Iloelltli: It has big fruits with spines, light and dark green, it is
cold, it calms thirst". Based on the general appearance of the plant (Figure 3) and
the character "big fmits", this could be a species of Slellocerelis. Sahagun (1985), as
well as Del Barco (1988) described how harvest of fruits of columnar cacti was
crucial for subsistence of some pre-Columbian and post-conquest peoples from
northern Mexico with a nomadic or semi-nomadic life, who migrated from zone
to zone following the seasonal abundance of cactus fruits.
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FIGURE 3.- Net2011i and Tellllociltli, from the Florentino Codex
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Francisco Hernandez (1959), the official physician of the Spanish King Felipe
II, described several species of Opuntia, Ferocactus, Mammillaria, Hylocereus, as well
as Myrtillocactus geometrizans (c. Martius) Console and a possible Stenocereus species called also "teonochtli".
In the "Geographic Relations of the XVI Century" there are several references
on the presence, use and management of Opuntia as well as toponymic names
referring to this genus. However, the only reference to columnar cacti within the
area of the south Pacific slope is found in the "Relation of Acatlan", a village near
Tehuacan. This Relation, written by Juan de Vera in 1581 (Acuna, 1985), refers to
the "teonochtli", which is found in chapter 22 in which the wild trees are described: "Hay otro arbol silvestre Hamada teonochtli, que son unos cardones
grandes, que Heva una fruta Hamada pitahayas, muy gustosa y agradable, su
madera arde como tea, y se sirven della para alumbrarse." ("There is another wild
tree called teonochtli, which is a big spiny plant with a fruit called pitahayas, very
tasty and nice; its wood burns like a candle, and people use it for lighting"). This
plant could be Polaskia chichipe (Rol.-Goss.) Backeberg, the only local columnar
cactus species used at present as a candle.

Ethnobofanical information.- In the study area, nearly 40 species of Pachycereeae
can be found (Bravo-Hollis, 1978; Davila et al., 1993; Valiente-Banuet et a1. 1996)
(Table 3). All of these species produce edible fruits that may be collected and consumed by people. Nearly half of these species are giant columnar cacti, 10-15 m
tall, characterized by a slow vegetative growth, flowering for the first time several
decades after seed germination and, according to local people, for these reasons
they have not been cultivated (species with habit "G" in Table 3). However, 20
species are of smaller height (2 to 8 m), relatively fast vegetative growth (the first
flowering occurring 6 to 10 years after seed germination or 2 to 4 years after vegetative propagation), with most of these haVing clonal propagation and, according
to local people, for these reasons they have been viable for cultivation (species
with habit "5" in Table 3). Among these species, an exceptional morphological
variation, apparently associated with human management, can be observed in
fruits of Stenocereus stellatus, S. pruinosus, S. griseus, S. fricci, S. queretaroensis, S.
treleasei, Escontria chiotilla, Pachycereus hollianus, P. marginatus and Myrtillocactus
geometrizans.
Uses.- Food. Columnar cacti are used mainly for their fruits, which may be consumed as both fresh and dried "pasados" fruits, used for preparing jams (use "1"
in Table 3). Although fruits of all species are sometimes consumed by people, it is
possible to distinguish: 1) those species producing juicy sweet fruits, which are
considered in this study to be "good quality fruits" which are preferred for harvesting; 2) those species considered as "regular quality fruits", which are only
occasionally gathered. These include species whose fruits are difficult to obtain
due to scarcity of individual plants or populations, or because branches are too
tall. Also included are those species whose fruits are difficult to consume because
of long or abundant spines and persistent areoles, or with not very good flavor;
and 3) those species whose fruits lack juicy pulp and are rarely consumed.
Seeds of the columnar cactus species indicated in Table 3 (use "2") are con-

TABLE 3.- Species of Pachycereeae from the southern Pacific slope of Central Mexico. Uses: 1 = edible fruits (""regular
quality, ·"good quality); 2 = edible seeds; 3 = edible stems and flowers; 4 = fodder; 5 = alcoholic beverages; 6 = house construction; 7 = living fences. Habits: G = giant columnar cacti; S = small columnar cacti. Cultural status: W = wild; M =
managed in situ; C = cultivated. Destination of products: H = consumption by household; C = commercialization.
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H
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H
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sumed by people. In general, seeds obtained from fresh or dried fruits are washed,
dried and roasted. The roasted seeds are ground with chiles, onion and tomatillo
or "husk tomato" (Pllysalis philndelpllica Lam.) or red tomato for preparing traditional sauces which are among the main components in the daily diet of indigenous

peoples of the area. The roasted cactus seeds may also be ground into an edible
paste.
Stems and flowers of the species indicated in Table 3 under use "3" are occasionally eaten. Stems of columnar cacti seem to have been a common food in the
past (Callen, 1967) but at present these parts are usually eaten during seasons of
food scarcity. Young stems are prepared by removing the spines, cutting them in
longitudinal pieces and removing the medullar portion, then roasting them in order to remove the cuticle. The nower buds arc more commonly consumed during
the nowering seasons. These buds are eatcn boiled and then fricd with eggs, but
the boiled flower buds may also bc preparcd with onion and vinegar. This is particularly common with Neobuxbaumia tetetzo but occurs also with flower buds of
other columnar caeli (Table 3).
In the Tehuacan Valley, economic value of edible parts is as follows, 3-5 fresh
fruits or 6-10 dried fruits of Sfellocereus stella/us (see also Casas et al., 1997b), S.
pruillOSIIS or Escolltria chiotilla; 8-10 fresh fruits or 10-15 dried fruits of Polaskia
c11ichipe, P. chellde or N. le/elzo and 1 liter of both fresh or dried fruits of Myrtil/ocac/lis
geometrizalls are exchanged for one liter of maize; one liter of flower buds for three
liters of maize; and one liter of seeds for fifteen liters of maize. These columnar
cacti seem to be at present the most economically important ones in the region.
Fodder. In general, branches of columnar cacti arc cut and fed to domestic donkeys, cows and goats, after removal of the spines (use "4" in Table 3). Complete
fruits or their peel are also used as fodder for pigs. Pulp, seeds and chipped peels
without spines are used for feeding chickens and turkeys.
Alcoholic beverages. An alcoholic drink called "colo1lclle" or "noclloctli" ("prickly
pear pulque" in Nahuatl) may be prepared from fruits of Gpllntia spp., as well as
from the species of columnar cacti indicated in Table 3 (usc "S"). For preparation
of "1l0cllOctfj", Fruit juice is separated from seeds and then left for fermentation.
Flavored spirits are also prepared by mixing fruits of Myrtillocactus geomctrilans,
M. schenki, Stcnocereus pminosus, and S. stellatus with the sugarcane alcohol
"aguardiente".
Material for construction. Wood of giant columnar cacti is commonly used in consln.lction of house roofs and fences (use "6" in Table 3). People generally collect
the hard vascular tissue from decayed stems and branches of old giant columnar
cacti that naturally fell down in the forest.
Living fences. Individuals of 11 species (use "7" in Table 3), are commonly grown
as living fences in home gardens and as barriers for soH protection in terraces of
cultivated slopes.
Fuel. Dry branches of all species of columnar cacti arc collected to use as fuel for
cooking. However, branches of Polaskia chichipe and StellOcerells stellatrls, along with
wood of other plant species, mainly Ipomoea arborescens G. Don, are especially used
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for firing pottery, because the specific heat and low amount of smoke produced
when burning branches of these species are considered by people to be particularly efficient for this activity.

Traditional management.- Gathering. Peoples of the area commonly gather fruits
and other useful products of columnar cacti from wild populations (cultural status "W" in Table 3). In general, people said that they gather fruits selectively,
preferring larger fruits of species or variants with juicy pulp, sweeter flavor, thinner pericarp, shorter and fewer spines and deciduous areoles.
Forms of management in situ. Additional forms of interaction can also be observed
with some of the columnar cactus species. For instance, people frequently tolerate
or let stand individuals of up to 18 species of columnar cacti when they clear the
vegetation for cultivating maize (cultural status "M" in Table 3). This form of management is part of a general form of management in situ of useful pereJUlial plants.
It is also a common practice that people sow in these areas seeds of species of
legume trees and plant vegetative propagules of the columnar cacti tolerated, in
order to enhance their abundance in populations. Because the individuals of these
tolerated species compete with the cultivated plants, people carefully select which
species are the best for sparing. Their decision takes into account the usefulness of
the species to spare. In the Tehuacan Valley, for instance, according to directed
interviews, people manifested their preference to tolerate different species in the
following order, according to their utility: Leucaena esculenta, Prosopis laevigata
(Humb. and Bonp. Ex Willd.) M.e. Johnston, Stenocereus stellatus, S. pruinosus,
Pachycereus hol/ianus, P marginatus, Myrtillocactus geometrizans, Pithecellobium dulce,
Escontria chiotilla, Polaskia spp., Pachycereus weberi, Beaucarnea gracilis Lem. and
Mitrocereus julviceps (Weber) Backeberg ex Bravo. They also take into account the
characteristics of the useful products of the individuals within each species. In the
case of columnar cacti, people prefer to spare mainly individuals with big fruits,
sweet flavor, thin pericarp and few spines. However, the tolerance of other phenotypes is also common, especially when there are no other useful species or
phenotypes competing. Sometimes, people prune the tolerated plants in order to
improve conditions for growing maize.
Cultivation. A total of 12 species are cultivated (cultural status "C" in Table 3),
mainly by planting vegetative parts in home gardens or in agricultural fields where
they serve as living fences or as barriers to prevent soil erosion. In general, people
cut vigorous branches from mature wild or cultivated individuals. Pieces of
branches used for this purpose may be 20 to 150 cm long. They are left exposed to
the sun for ten or fifteen days in order that the cut surface may dry, thus reducing
fungal and bacterial infections. Then, the branches are planted in holes 10 to 40 cm
deep with cattle or goat dung added as fertilizer before planting. They are usually
planted just before the rainy season. They are eventually irrigated and ash is commonly deposited, as fertilizer, on the soil covering the main stems.
Individuals of columnar cacti cultivated in home gardens may also be derived
from seedlings which grew from seeds dispersed via bird, bat or human feces.
Because people generally do not recognize variants of columnar cactus species
based on vegetative characteristics, decisions on eliminating or sparing individu-
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als are taken after fOUf to ten years, depending of the species managed, when the
individuals first produce fruits.

Indigenous nomenclafure and classification of columnar cacti.- Nahua classification.
The Nahua people from the Municipality of Coxcatlan classify the cacti in six great
categories (Figure 4). The first is "nopaUi" which includes all the plants of the
genus Dpunlia; the second is "nopal-xochitl" ("nopal with flowers") and includes
species of epiphytes with flat stems and beautiful flowers, such as species of the
genus Nopalxochia; the third is "huitznahuQc" ("surrounded of spines") or "comitl"

I

I

PRIMARY LEXEME

NtJpllllf

SECONDARY LEXEME

I

VARIETAL CATEGORIES

';;";;'~":OC;';;-;':'''';;:;'II"I'i:.;;;h""C"'''''''O,c----'---------

~

Xocofloch flopalll (sour fruits)

(Opullfia spp.)

al/ltQ:rloch nop"fl/ (puIple fruits)

Ol

{VOfHIbcocIlUl

~

nopllbcochlt/ (yellow flowers)

tJac nopabcocllltl (white flowers)

(NopolxtXh/a $pp.)

CII/clllnopllbcoclllll(red !lowers)

TrprJXHI nochtll
(MyTtjf/OCQCflU geomrtrit.Qns)

NodtCU4UIII

If---Trprqu/II nocllt/l (Polad./a chichi~)

($p«iel of columnar cacli)

'"

Cullpnlll noclllll (Sleno<:trus pruinosus)

Chich x«onodttll

(red fruiu)
ItJllc :uH:onoclltll

(while fruits)
Xoco noclltll (Slenocereus £leIl4Ius)

Coil x«onodttli

(yellow fruits)
anee xocrmoclltll

(purple fruits)
HuJt:Jrtl1!ullc (spheriul cacti)
Cu/Ulnochlll (epiphytic cacti)
Puyoll (hallucinogenic cacti)

FIGURE 4.- NAhuatl system of classification of cacti.
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(which refers to the form of traditional Indian pottery) which includes spherical
cacti such as Mammillaria, Ferocactlls, Echitlocacflls, and others; the fourth is "mallnoelltli" ("prickly pear on tree") which includes several species of epiphytic cacti
such as Hylocerells; the fifth includes species of Lophophora which arecal1ed "pl/yotr
(the root of the transformed word "peyote") because of their hallucinogenic properties; the sixth includes the columnar cacti and is designated by the word
"noell-eIiQuitl" which means "tree producing prickly pears". It is composed by
the term "noe1Jtli", a word that designates the fruits of all the species of cacti and
"cuauitl" which means tree.
The name of each of these six categories is used by the Nahua as a folk generic
and an epithet, generally referring to some characteristic of a specific part of the
plant, provides a folk specific. In the case of the category "nopal-xoc1litl", the
flowers are the parts which are considered for naming the folk specifics. For example, the word "cos-nopal-xochitl" includes as a prefix the term costic, meaning
yellow, Signifying the kind of nopalxochitl with yellow flowers, indicating the
cultural and cognitive significance of the flowers for the Nahua people in relation
to these plants. In the case of the "nopafli" (Opllntia) and columnar cacti, fruits are
the most important part used in classification. For example, terms "iztae-noellnopalli", "coz-noell-nopafli", "xoco-IIOc1I-nopaf Ii" and "tlanecx-ttoell-nopafIi"
designate nopalli with white, yellow, sour and purple prickly pears respectively.
In the caS(' of columnar cacti, the Nahua of Coxcatlan use the name "ttochcllQuitl" or more often only "noeiltIi" as a folk generic. This reveals the cultural
importance of these fruits to the Nahua. For example, Myrti/locactus geomelrizans
is called "tepe-poa-noelltli", ("pitahaya from aggressive hills"); Poiaskia chellde is
called" cotzO-ttoelltli" ("yellow pitahaya");.P. cJzicfJipe is called" tepe-quio-lloclltli"
("pitahaya of scapes -qlliotl is the term used for agave seapes- from the hills");
5tettocereus prllinosus is called "cllapetfa-no'clltli" ("pitahaya of big tree"); and S.
stellatus is called "xoco-noclrtli" ("sour pitahaya").
The First level of classification of columnar cacti by the Nahua is based on
color of the pulp. In the case of "xoco-,lOchW" (5. stellatus), for instance (see Casas
et al., 1997b), people name four variants: "ellidli-xoco-ttoelrtli" ("red and pink
xoconochl:li"), "iztac-xoco-noelltfi" ("white xoconochtli"), Icoz-XOCO-lIOXtli" ("yellow or orange xoconochtli"), "tlallec-xoco-lIoclttli" ("purple xoconochtli"). They
subsequently distinguish between sweet and sour flavors, using the words "necllti"
and "xocotf" respectively, but these epithets never form part of the names of the
plant. Similarly, they use "uitztli" and "amo uitztli" for spiny and non spiny fruits.
Chocho-Popoloea classification. Among the Chocho-Popoloca people of the Municipality of Zapotitlan de las Salinas, the classification of cacti follows a hierarchical
pattern very similar to that of the Nahua (Figure 5). The term "triclli" ("prickly
pear") is used as folk generics for grouping species of Opl/nUa and columnar cacti
with big edible fruits. This term is distinguished from "illelli" that indudesspherical
cacti. The secondary lexeme "kalIda" groups species of the genus Opllntia, while
each species of columnar cactus present in the area is designated by a particular
name. For instance, Stellocereus pruillosus is designated by the name "trlelli-cllitta",
Myrtillocacills geomefrizalls by "tric1li-laslra", Polaskia chic1Jipe by "triclti-caslla" and
5. stellatus "trichi-kislli. In species of columnar cacti, as well as in Opllnfin spp.,
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Tueh; kanda jalU
(red fruilS)

Ttkhi kanda
(Opumia spp.)

Tuch; ktinda {ilia

(white fruilS)

Tueh;

Tuell; cldna

(fruits of Opunria and columnar cacti)

(StenocerellS pruinosus)

Tucld kishi jat1.e

(red fruits)

Tuell; kis1li
(S/ellocereUf $leila/us)

Tuch; k/slll /ilIa
(while fruits)

Tueh; {«Shu

(Myniflocuclus geometrizans)

Tueh; clisha
(Po/askia chichlpe)

FIGURE 5.- Chocho-Popoloca system of classification of cacti.

further categories may be designated by color. In Stellocereus stellatlls, for example
"ttichi-kishi-lllla" and "t1klTi-kfshi-jatze" are names used for designating variants of white and red pulp. Variants of other colors are absent in the area (Casas et
al. 1997b). Similarly, the names "tuchi-kls1ri-iisatu", "Uic1,;-kfslli-islletu" and
"Mc1'i-kislli-{isan" are used to designate variants of sour, sweet and insipid flavor, respectively. Variants of spiny fruits are designated by the name
"Mchi-k{slli-nyunu", while the variants with few spines are designated by "hlchik{slli-cnnY'lnu" (see also Casas et a/., 1997b).
Mixtec classification. The Mixtec people of the Municipality of San Pedro y San
Pablo Tequixtepec classify cacti in three great groups. In one of them the term
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I

lIindiaton
(black spines)

Jlindia

~--- Vindia CUshi
(while spines)

(Opun/ia spp.)

<

Vindiu chiqui
(with edible fruits)

lIindia chiqui cuua

~ (red fruilS)
____

Jlindia chiqui cUshi
(while fruits)

. / Chimif6i) nalinu
~

(big spherical cacti)

Chimif60

Chimil6Q cuali

(spherical cacti)

(small spherical cacti)

Ndichi mini

Ndichl caliya cuaa

(Myrtllloc{l{;IUS geomelrlzanS')
Ndichi quilli

(Pachycereus

/

(red and pink fruits)

/'

__ Ndkh/ cddya cUshi

weherl~:---~

(white fnHIS)

Ndichi

Ndichi cadya

Ndichi caliya ton

(columnar cacti)

(5 slellulus)

(purple fruIts)

Ndichi cunn

Ndichi caliya cuan

(s. pruinosus)

(yellow and orange fruils)

Ndicbi yai

(Po/askia chichipe)
Ndichi /liya
(s. marginatus)

FIGURE 6.- Mixtec system of dassification of cacti.

"vindia" is used as folk generics for naming Opullfia species (Figure 6). Specific
terms may refer to characteristics of c1adodes, for example "vindia-tolt" ("black
nopal") and "vindia-cuslli" ("white nopa[") are terms referring to the presence of
black and white colored spines respectively. Specific terms may also refer to characteristics of fruits which are called "dtiq,ui". "Vindia-dtiqui-cuad" ("red prickly
pear nopal"), "vindia-chiqui-cushi" ("white prickly pear nopal") are examples of
this situation. Spherical cacti are c1assifil'?d using the folk generics "chimil66".
People in the Mixtec region only distinguish two species of spherical cacti,
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"chimil6ii-naanu" ("big spherical cactus") in which Ferocacfus and Echinocactus
species are included, and "chimil6o-cuati" ("small spherical cacti") which includes
Mammillaria and Coryphantha species. The third main group is formed. by columnar cacti classified using the term "ndich;" as folk generics, which is also used for
naming fruits of columnar cacti.
Species of columnar cacti are distinguished using particular terms. For example, "ndichi-n6ni" ("maize fruit") is used for naming Myrtillocactus geometrizans;
"ndichi-quitU" for Pachycereus weberi; "ndichi-caaya" ("sandy prickly pear") for
S. stellatus; "ndichi-cuan" ("yellow prickly pear") for S. pruinosus; "ndichi-yaa"
("white prickly pear") for Polaskia chichipe and "ndichi-laya for P. marginatus.
The Mixtec thus clearly distinguish between fruits of Opuntia and fruits of
columnar cacti naming them as "chiqui" and "ndichi", respectively. Fruits of spherical cacti are also called "chiqui", but, although they are also occasionally consumed,
these are not considered by the Mixtec for the classification. Use of different names
for fruits of Opuntia spp. and columnar cacti has also been found among the Zapotec
of San Juan Mixtepec, Oaxaca (Eugene Hwm, personal communication).
Variants of columnar cacti are classified based on fruit characteristics. In the
case of S. stellatus, for instance (see Casas et a/., 1997b), the first level of classification is based on color of the pulp. The Mixtec distinguish two main categories of
"xoconochtli" according to their color: the red "xoconochtli" ("ndichi-caaya-cuaa
and the "colored xoconochtli" ("ndichi-caaya-color") in which they group
xoconochtli with fruits of the three other colors (including white) that they recognize. They consider the red color as a wild characteristic.
lt

lt

)

DISCUSSION

Although both archaeological and historical sources indicate a continuous long
history of utilization of columnar cacti by peoples of the south Pacific slope region, no evidence could be found in such sources about cultivation of these plants.
In relation to the historical documents, it is difficult to accept that people who
wrote them did not observe the presence of columnar cacti in the Indian home
gardens as they can be seen at present. One possible explanation for this omission
in the documents could be that Spaniards did not consider fruits of columnar cacti
to be important resources, and for this reason they did not describe them as they
did not describe many other plants. In this respect, it could be illustrative to mention that in the case of Opuntia, there are several references on cultivation of those
species dedicated to the production of the "grana" (cochineal), a very important
product for the Spaniards, but there are no references to those species dedicated to
the production of prickly pear fruits. But another possible explanation for such an
omission is that cultivation of columnar cacti started more recently, as suggested
by Pimienta-Barrios and Nobel (1994) in the case of Stenocereus queretaroensis.
Additional archaeological and historical evidence is needed for answering this
question, but botanical studies might also provide helpful information. These studies would allow us to examine evolutionary changes of columnar cacti under
domestication by comparative analysis of morphological and genetic variation
among wild and manipulated plant populations, as well as the analysis of reproductive biology and other biological aspects commonly affected by human
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manipulation. This information might contribute to evaluating the extent and trends
of changes under domestication and to better understanding about the antiquity
of human manipulation.
The ethnobotanical information obtained indicates that at present people make
decisions about how to manipulate columnar cacti species or variants according
to the quality of their products, and their role in human subsistence (Figure 7).
Thus, the species and variants cultivated or managed in situ are generally those
with the most useful fruit characteristics. However, as we found in the case of
Stenocereus stellatus (Casas et al., 1997b), cultivation is particularly intensive in areas where the commercialization of fruits or their consumption by households
makes necessary the production of more and or better fruits.
Quality of products

Role in human subsistence
Management in situ
Availability of products in the wild
Cultivation
Viability and ease of manipulation

FIGURE 7.- Factors influencing types of interactions between people and columnar cacti.

Availability of plant resources is another crucial factor influencing the way
they are manipulated, and this seems to be a general pattern of plant management
in the area. Thus, we found that Leucaena esculenta and S. stellatus are intensively
cultivated generally in places where wild populations are scarce, but not where
they are abundant in the wild (Casas and Caballero, 1996; Casas et al., 1997b).
Also, Messer (1978) refers to a Zapotec informant who affirmed that "...we have
the chipil (Crotalaria pumila) seeds to plant for the time when there are none in the
fields so we will have greens to eat". A similar situation was observed by Casas,
Viveros and Caballero (1994) among the Mixtec of Guerrero who, during the dry
season, cultivate Crotalaria pumiia and Anoda cristata and enhance Amaranthus
hybridus L., in order to increase their availability.
The viability and ease of manipulation is also important. Thus, although species such as Neobuxbaumia tetetzo, N. mezcalaensis, Mifrocereus [ulviceps and
Pachycereus weberi, among others (Table 3), produce fruits of a very good quality,
they are not cultivated ex situ because their slow growth makes unattractive the
effort of sowing seeds and taking care of seedlings whose products most probably
are not going to be seen by the sower. Slow growth may not be relevant for making decisions on managing wild populations of such species in situ since people
simply tolerate their presence during the clearing of vegetation. However, the ef-
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feet of artificial selection favoring particular phenotypes of these species in situ
might be hardly notorious given the difficulties people have increasing numbers
of desirable phenotypes by intentional direct propagation. Furthermore, when
seeds of desirable phenotypes are sown, their generally outcrossing reproduction
system (Casas et al., 1999b; Valiente-Banuet, et al. 1996, 1997a; 1997b) would make
uncertain that the phenotypes selected were those expressed in the progeny sown,
due to the additive genetic variance of desirable traits. On the contrary, the fixation of desirable characters in species with vegetative propagation such as S.
stellatus, S. pruinosus or S. queretaroensis (Table 3) is relatively easy. In these species,
the reproductive system is generally also outcrossing (Casas et al., 1999b, Pimienta·
Barrios and Nobel, 1994), but artificial selection on progeny from sexual
reproduction is possible because they grow relatively fast.
Traditional classification of species and infraspecific variants of columnar cacti
are generally based on characteristics of fruits, particularly size, color, and flavor
of the pulp, as well as spininess and thickness of the peel. Fruits are at the same
time the main useful parts and the characteristics mentioned are used by people
for characterizing the quality of the fruits. Combinations of states of such characteristics may produce a broad spectrum of species and variants recognized by
Wild populations

~,

Management in situ ?
(Mitrocereus julviceps. Neobuxbaumia /eleJzo
Pachycereus weberi,P. pec/en-aboriginum,
Stenocereus dumorrieri S. frieU. S. chrysocarpus)

Management in situ

Cultivation
(Escontria chio/Wa. Myrtil/ocaclus spp., Pachycereus hollianus,
P. margina/us, Polaskia spp. Stenocereus pruinosus,

S. queretaroensis, S. quevedonis, S. slandleyii, S. stellatus. S. treleosel)
FIGURE 8.- Possible routes of domestication of columnar cacti.
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people, which constitute the raw matter for artificial selection at plant community
or species level. Artificial selection is apparently carried out by identifying and
subsequently increasing by vegetative propagation the frequency of individuals
with desirable phenotypes from wild, managed in situ or cultivated populations.
Vegetative propagation is carried out by carrying branches of the desirable plants,
wild or cultivated, to home gardens. But a:rtificial selection apparently also occurs
when plants of desired forms are preferentially spared or protected when land is
cleared and non-desired plants are eliminated. A similar form of selection appears
to occur when seedlings arc spared by people in cultivated populations until their
fruits can be evaluated, after which plants are either retained or discarded.
This information suggests that artificial selection is a potential or actual process that may act on species that are cultivated. Artificial selection has caused
significant divergence between wild and manipulated populations in species such
as Stenocereus stellatus and S. queretaroensis as has been documented by Casas (1997),
Casaset al. (1999a, 1999b) and Pimienta-Barrios and Nobel (1994, 1998), and might
also be significant in species such as Myrtillocactus geometrizalls, M. scllenki, £scontria
clliotilla, Pachycereus hoIIialJus, P. marginatus, Polaskia chichipe, P. cIJcnde, Stenocereus
fried, S. grisells and S. pminosus, among others, which are intensely cultivated and
managed in situ and have important morphological variation in characters that
are targets of selection by people. However, the demonstration and evaluation of
the extent to which these species have been domesticated is yet to be done. The
case study of Stellocercus stellatus (Casas et al. 1997b, 1999a, 1999b) allows us to see
that domestication under management in situ is an ongoing process. This case
suggests that both ill situ and ex Sitll artificial selection may be acting simultaneously in some species (Figure 8). This pattern of ill Sitll and ex situ domestication
acting in conjunction could be similar in sp,;xies of relatively fast vegetative growth
and clonal propagation. But a pattern of domestication in situ acting alone could
allow us to analyze possible processes of domestication of some species of giant
columnar cacti such as Pacycereus weberi, Sfenocereus dUlIlortieri, Neobuxbaumia tetetzo
and N. mczcalaensis, among others.
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